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Abstract

We discuss the software engineering of mobile computing information dissemination systems

and introduce dynamic channels, a set of extensions to the conceptual models developed for

information channels, capturing mobility-specific requirements. These are used for filtering

and setting update order priorities for the information that users intend to monitor, which

depends on their location and changes as they roam. We also present a new development

methodology for a class of mobile computing applications operating under an information

dissemination metaphor. The methodology is based on UML, the OMG standard for object-

oriented analysis and design.

Keywords: Mobile computing applications, Information-push, Object-oriented development.

1. Introduction

Mobile computing environments bring new challenges to software developers. Presently, most

applications are built following a user-in-control model, where user commands trigger client-

server exchanges of information. However, the mobility requirement brings, in many instances,

the need for designing applications with limited user interaction and the capability to operate with

intermittent connectivity. We believe that high usability for applications operating in these

environments can be achieved by bringing information to users in a novel way. As interactivity

and connectivity are poor, applications must be smart about the information needs of users as they

roam, bringing the relevant information with minimum user intervention.

The need for alternatives to the client-server model for information distribution has been

identified for modern large-scale networked applications, and information dissemination models

were proposed to make efficient use of limited available bandwidth [5]. Applications built on

these models anticipate users’ needs for information, pre-fetching it before the time of display.
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Dissemination models, also known as information-push methods, are becoming popular for

distributing web pages and software with the introduction of release 4 of the most popular WWW

browsers.

We believe that the information-push paradigm is especially useful for the development of mobile

applications for the following reasons:

• Users may view previously fetched information much faster than if it is downloaded on

demand (a very important advantage in mobile environments).

• Information dissemination matches naturally with the “hands-free” interfaces demanded by

applications running from portable devices. These may be viewed as information tuners

which, once properly set, present streams of information (channels) with no need for user

intervention.

• Asynchronous user notifications, common in mobile networked applications designed to

provide real-time access to information sources, are more naturally modeled when we assume

that support for communication based on information-push is available.

• The channel metaphor is intuitive to occasional computer users, and can be useful in

capturing requirements for mission-critical mobile computing applications.  Once we obtain a

characterization of the channel, we can almost automatically derive an object model for the

system and generate an implementation based on customization of a software framework with

support for mobility.

In addition, it is easy to design systems that communicate at the application protocol level under

the information-push model, even on today’s network infrastructure, oriented for supporting pull-

based applications.

In this paper, we introduce extensions to the conceptual models developed for information

channels, capturing mobility-related attributes, such as receivers’ location for filtering the

information they intend to monitor. These channels are dynamic, in the sense that information

pushed and presented to individual receivers depends on their location and changes as they roam.

We also present a new development methodology for a class of mobile computing applications
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operating under an information dissemination metaphor. This new methodology is based on

UML, the OMG standard for object-oriented analysis and design [6].

This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we discuss related works. In Section 3, we

introduce the conceptual model for dynamic channels. Section 4 describes the methodology we

use for the development of mobile applications based on dynamic channels. We report our

experience developing an information system for firefighters using this methodology in Section 5,

and conclude the paper in Section 6.

2. Related Work

Our research involves the software engineering of information dissemination systems for mobile

computing environments. Dynamic channels are modeled using concepts from the current work

in information dissemination technologies, and in object-oriented software development.

2.1 Information Dissemination Models

Pull technology corresponds to the traditional browsing of the WWW. In this approach, the user

interacts with a browser application and requests the contents of sites by specifying URLs. The

communication between the browser and the WWW servers is made using HTTP, a connection

oriented protocol. The user has to fetch explicitly the URLs to discover any changes to the

information.

Smart Pull, called push technology, is based on the traditional client-server model, but with

automatic updates. Clients are configured to regularly ask for updates to servers, without the need

for human intervention. The two major WWW browsers suppliers, Microsoft and Netscape,

integrated this technology in their products, Internet Explorer 4 and Communicator 4. With this

step, the browsers were able to monitor sites for the user and warn him about changes,

complemented with local updated replications for offline browsing. A resource list of push

products can be found in [11].

True Push is the real broadcast of information, where the provider of the information "feeds" the

receivers whenever information is produced. In this model, receivers have a passive roll, and the

providers can distribute/disseminate the information to a restricted subset of the receivers.

Applications built on this model depend on the deployment of IP Multicast [17].
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Push systems need a common format to describe what information is disseminated to receivers.

XML (Extensible Markup Language) will be a reality in the next generation of the WWW

[3,18,1]. It is an application profile of SGML (Standard Generalized Markup Language, ISO/IEC

8879:1986) [14]. With XML we can define standardized conventions to represent any kind of

information. XML was specially designed to provide support for meta-data on the WWW. CDF

(Channel Definition Format) is a XML application proposal to structure information distribution

through channels [4]. In our work, we extend CDF to accommodate mobile-computing concepts.

2.2. Software Engineering Methodologies

The most common approach for software engineering is centered on the elaboration of one or

more models of the system we intend to build. The object-oriented paradigm is now mature and

becoming widely adopted. These models can be expressed in a variety of modeling languages and

developed using a diversity of methodologies [10].

Unified Modeling Language (UML) endorsed by the Object Management Group (OMG) is

becoming the standard to represent analysis and design models. UML is a visual modeling

language, based on contributions from the Booch, Rumbaugh, and Jacobson methodologies

[2,13,7], with contributions from other methodologists.

Rumbaugh’s methodology, Object Modeling Technique (OMT), presents an approach to object-

oriented software development that supports the entire software life cycle, with emphasis on

analysis and design.

Jacobson’s methodology, Object-Oriented Software Engineering (OOSE), also covers the

software development life cycle, but introduces use-cases as a new technique for problem

formulation and requirements analysis.

We adopt a development methodology that includes OMT methodological phases, and introduces

new steps to capture mobility requirements. We use UML to represent the models we develop.
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3. Channel Model

Our conceptual model is inspired on the notions introduced by S. Viswanathan [16] and D.

Cheriton [5]. A channel is defined as an abstraction for a communication medium. We use

channel as a logical term to hide the physical details of the underlying network. Sometimes we

also use this term to refer to the information content distributed through it. Publishers use

channels to disseminate information to a potentially large set of subscribers. A channel may have

its set of subscribers changing dynamically over time.

The publisher defines a channel and each subscriber, in the form of subscriptions, personalizes

the actual receptions of it. A channel is decomposed in items. An item gathers an atomic part of

the channel content. When a subscriber sets a subscription to a channel, and before starting

receiving data on that channel, he must select and configure the items he is interested on.

Our application requires a hybrid scheme of dissemination of information, in the sense that the

flow control of information has to be shared between both sides of a channel, publisher and

subscribers, although in different ways. The subscriber must have control of when and what data

he gets from a channel (smart pull), and the publisher must be able to broadcast information

instantly to the reachable subscribers (true push).

Subscribers define schedules to establish update schemes for the items. Publishers associate

notifications to items. Subscribers of an item with a notification, receive a message requesting

attention from the publisher when some operation is performed upon the item contents.

In some mobile environments, channels aware of the geographic position of the subscribers are

especially useful. This enables adaptation of the items’ visualization behavior, based on

geographic constraints, both of the user and the data being produced. We coined the term

dynamic channels to designate a channel with the basic adaptation properties we have just

introduced.

The main classes of a channel are transmitter and tuner. The former encloses what channels and

items are to be disseminated, and the conditions to inform the subscribers about new data

available - notifications. The later encloses which channels are subscribed, which items are

activated, and which notifications the subscriber uses.

In Figure 1 we present the class diagram for the dynamic channel.
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Figure 1: Class diagram for a Dynamic Channel.

• A transmitter is composed of zero or more channels.

• A channel is composed of one or more items and is associated with zero or more

subscriptions spread among tuners.

• An item has a location, in the form of a unified resource locator (URL), a view, and

optionally, a region and a schedule (the proposed default schedule). It contains zero or more

notifications and is associated with zero or more activations.

- A view (mandatory) can be either a reference to a set of source files, or a SQL statement

in the case of a database source of information.
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- A region (optional) models a geographical area. It is represented as a composite shape

made up of the three basic shapes: point, circle (center point, radius) and polygon

(point(1), point(2), … , point(n-1), point(n)). Navas and Imielinsky use this same

representation in their geographic routing protocol proposal [9].

- A schedule (optional) is a 3-tuple of date-time elements, <start-date, end-date, interval>.

The interval element stands for the frequency in which a given action should take place,

and the other two elements, start-date and end-date, define the valid period to take the

action. Each date-time element is a 4-tuple of positive numbers, <year, month, day, hour,

minute>, where at least one of the values must be defined.

• A notification has a condition. If the information source is a set of files, a condition on a file

is the name of that file. If it is a database source, the condition is a logic expression based on

table fields. In this case, the notification mechanism operates as triggers in databases. After

an insertion, removal, or update, if the trigger condition is satisfied, the notification action

will be fired.

• A tuner is composed of zero or more subscriptions.

• A subscription is associated with a corresponding channel, and is composed of zero or more

item activations. These represent a filter, which is applied on the items of the channel.

• An item activation has a schedule to allow the subscribers to decide for the update schemes of

their subscriptions. It also has a set of notification activations.

• A notification activation is associated with a notification and is a part of an item activation.

The purpose of this class is to register which notifications will be shown to the subscriber.

This class provides the ability for the subscriber to control the notifications he wants to be

alerted of.

4. Methodology

This section describes the essential stages and steps of the dynamic channel development

methodology. Our aim is to identify these phases and propose the necessary methodological

issues for each of them.
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Before describing the methodology, it is useful to explain its application domain in detail. The

goal of our methodology is to enable systematic analysis and design of dissemination information

systems. These have in common some characteristics, such as the distribution of information

sources to a potentially large set of users. For these applications, we provide a meta-model and

framework architecture. In our perspective, the elaboration and construction of information

dissemination applications consists in the personalization of our meta-model and customization of

our mobile computing framework. Figure 2 shows the general use case of an information

dissemination application.

Figure 2: The dissemination information system use-case

4.1 Framework

Figure 3 illustrates our framework architecture, which is based on the common three-layered

architecture for information systems [15]. The Presentation Layer, which includes the graphical

interface, enables the user to view data sent by the publisher. The Application Logic Layer

encloses the objects representing domain concepts that fulfil application requirements (Domain

Objects) and the supporting services (Service Objects). The Storage Layer encloses database or

files that contain the information to be disseminated by the publisher and received by subscribers.

In section 5, we will describe in more detail the objects of our framework.
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Figure 3: Dissemination information system architecture

4.2 The methodology step-by-step

Our methodology is derived from OMT, augmented with use cases. We also designed forms to

capture channel-specific information, such as scheduling and notification. We use the UML

notation to describe the channel models we develop. Although the methodology covers all phases

of the development life cycle, our discussion here is centered in the analysis phase, where users

build application models using the dynamic channel concept.

Our methodology starts, as in OMT, by building a model of the application domain. We then add

details to the model as the design evolves. The methodology comprises the following stages (or

phases): analysis, object design and implementation (see figure 4).
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Figure 4: Dynamic channel development methodology - development activities

The channel is first described during the analysis phase, based on the elaboration of use-cases and

customization of a meta-model for the information channel. The resulting model is then expanded

into a design model that represents the intended solution. Finally, it is implemented using the

software components of our mobile computing framework to create the running application.

Figure 5 shows the inputs and deliverables of each methodological phase.

Figure 5: Dynamic channel development methodology: inputs and deliverables.
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The details of this model are captured in a form, shown in figure 6. In tab (a) of this form, the

publisher specifies the name and the description of the channel that is to be disseminated. In tab

(b), he establishes, for each channel item, the location, source of information, schedule and

notification details. In the example shown, the publisher creates a channel item named

“TempLisbon” to disseminate the temperature in the area of Lisbon. The covered region is

defined as a circle shape.

Each application establishes the criteria for partitioning the channel information into items. In

some cases, we associate the same contents to multiple items with different notification

conditions, and/or database query parameters, or coverage areas, so that subscribers may switch

dynamically between various alternative options for receiving the source information.

After entering the channel items’ customization information, we proceed to generate the

corresponding channel model, which is shown in figure 7. The model is represented again as a

UML class diagram. The figure only represents the classes on the publisher side, which have been

customized after completion of this step.
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Figure 6: Sample input forms for dynamic channel definition

(a) Channel creation (b) Item creation

(c) Item view creation tab (d) Item shedule creation tab

(e) Region creation tab (f) Shape creation tab
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Figure 7: Diagram representing the temperature channel model

Object-Oriented Design

During object design we elaborate a solution to the analysis problem. In general object

methodologies, the design starts with the establishment of high-level strategic decisions and the

definition of the structure of basic architecture for the system.

In our approach, the design phase is reduced in most cases to selecting a set of components from

our mobile computing framework. In section 5, we report our experience in applying this

software framework to a firefighters information dissemination system.

Implementation

The implementation or construction phase is when the classes are programmed. Code is created

according to diagrams entered during analysis.

To provide automatic support for this phase of the methodology, the dynamic channel model is

created with the Rational Rose CASE tool. From this description, we create C++ and Java code

that will glue the framework components. We have chosen Rational Rose [12] because it is a

representative CASE tool for entering UML notation diagrams and provides "hooks" for adding

user-defined extensions. These hooks enable the automatic generation of UML class diagrams

from our parameterization forms. We also use them to automatically generate machine readable

channel description files.

Our dynamic channel description files (D-CDF) have a format which extends CDF. Our

extensions capture mobility-related information, such as location, notifications and a more

Temperature
description = Temperature information channel

<<Channel>>
TempLisbon

description = Lisbon region temperature
location = http://www.temp.pt/templisbon.asp
view = SELECT temp_value FROM temperature WHERE location=’Lisbon’
region = (circle, 40°12,25', 8°25,30', 30 km)
default schedule = ((1998,1,1,15,0),(2000,1,1,0,0),(null,null,1,null,null))

<<Item>>

UpdateTemp
condition = on update temperature.temp_value

<<Notification>>
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complex scheme for describing replicated information, including support for passing database

views. To represent these extensions, we introduce new XML elements reflecting the semantics

of dynamic channels (see figure 8).

The CDF file is used as a configuration file by our mobile computing framework. Both the

publisher and subscriber sides of the mobile information dissemination application take the CDF

as an input. Publishers load the CDF files to know what information to disseminate, how to make

it available, and when to notify subscribers about changes to the information. Subscribers load the

CDF to get information about the channel items available, their relevance to their current

position, and customize the notification and publisher polling schedules.

<channel>
<title> string </title>
<abstract> string </abstract>
<item href="URL ">

<title> string  </title>
<abstract> string </abstract>
<view>

<file entrypoint href="URL of file"/>
<file href="URL of file">

<notification>
<title> string </title>
<abstract> string </abstract>

</notificaton>
</file>
<!-- other files -->
<query>

<select>  select command  </select>
<resultset> href="URL of  XML file location" </resultset>
<notification on="insert,delete,update" table="tablename">

<columns> tablename.column </columns>
<condition> boolean expression </condition>

</notification>
<!-- other notifications -->

</query>
</view>
<region>

<!-- multiple combination of basic shapes -->
<point unit="string" x="number" y="number"/>
<circle unit1="string" unit2="string" x=" number " y=" number " radius="number"/>
<poligon unit="string" x1="number" y1="number" … xn="number" yn="number"/>

</region>
<schedule>

<IntervalDate ISO 8601:1988 Date/>
<StartDate ISO 8601:1988 Date />
<EndDate ISO 8601:1988 Date />

</schedule>
</item>
<!-- other items -->

</channel>

Figure 8: An example of a D-CDF files.
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5. Methodology Application

We have applied the concepts presented above to the development of a mobile information

system for firefighters of the National Civil Protection Service. This organization collects

information from all civil protection units in the country, and is responsible for dispatching

groups of fire brigades to extinct the reported fires. These brigades need to be informed on the

field about the available resources and existing conditions, as the fire evolve.

Firefighters are not expert computer users, and have limited time to spend in interactive sessions.

Once installed and customized, the system works with no human interaction, i.e. the screen has to

be updated continuously with information about the fire at the current location. Nevertheless, it is

still possible to make changes in the system configuration at any time.

Babycomp is the name of the first prototype of the computing equipment used by an initial group

of fire commanders. The system is based on a laptop, running on Windows 95 computer and is

installed on their vehicles (the system has this name because it is mounted on a car-seat, which is

strapped to the driver’s side seat-belt).

The design of Babycomp

Firefighters need to receive real-time information about the nearest fires. When in presence of a

fire, they need to access a variety of information, available to help them with their task. This

includes the number of brigades involved in the firefights, the resources available or allocated, the

fire progress history, weather measures/forecasts, water access points and data about vegetation.

The first step in the analysis of Babycomp was the identification of the information sources. We

have a database table named “fires” with active fires information (we designate as active fires

those which have not been declared extinct), and another table, “air_resources,” with the data

describing aerial resources, such as planes, helicopters and airports. Weather conditions are not

provided in a database format, but as a file instead.

In the next step we mapped information sources to channel items. We identified the following

main items: “active fires,” “resources” and “weather conditions.” We dedicate the next

paragraphs to each of the identified items.
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The country is divided in administrative regions and each fire is assigned to the region where it

started. For distributing the information about the active fires, we created an item for each region.

This way each brigade can be informed about any combination of regions. The item for the south

region, for instance, has a location attribute,  "http://transmitter.domain/fires/south.asp;” a view,

"select size, start_time from fires where region=1;” a region shape defining the south region

polygon in geographic coordinates; and a proposed schedule with an update interval of 10

minutes. This item is a good example of the need for notifications, because new fire occurrences

need to be immediately reported. Therefore, we defined a notification to be fired whenever a new

entry is inserted.

The resources considered were the aerial support resources, with no territorial division. The only

item defined has a location, "http://transmitter.domain/resources/air_resources.asp," a view,

"select place, length, planes, helis from air_resources," and a proposed schedule with an update

interval of 10 minutes.

The weather file is updated twice a day from the National Weather Forecast Service, and follows

a simple XML representation to structure the values for temperature, humidity and wind speed.

This information maps into an item with location "http://transmitter.domain/weather/

weather.html," a view containing the file in "http://transmitter.domain/weather/values.xml," and a

proposed schedule with an update interval of 12 hours starting at 10 AM.

The previous identification of the items is introduced using the set of forms presented in section

4.2, generating the D-CDF definition. Once this stage is completed, we supply the D-CDF file to

the mobile framework, which uses a XML parser to input its configuration systems.

Figure 9 shows the implementation architecture of Babycomp.
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Figure 9: Implemented Architecture of the Babycomp fire information dissemination system.

In the subscriber side, the laptop is attached to a cellular phone, enabling communication between

transmitter and tuner through HTTP over the GSM (Global System for Mobile Communications).

Mobile data service notifications are sent as GSM SMS (Short Message Service) messages.

The Transmitter is an application that receives the definitions of the channels from the publisher.

It stores a table with the association between tuners and channel items. This information is

necessary to the notification mechanism. This component is responsible for interacting with the

tuners, and for obtaining the information to disseminate from the file system or databases.

The Tuner is a JAVA application responsible for the channel items replication, according to the

settings of the corresponding subscriptions. This component includes an Event Listener, which

receives the incoming notifications sent by the Transmitter, and passes them to the Tuner.

We chose Microsoft Internet Explorer as the interface for subscribers. This browser embeds

Microsoft’s active channel technology, which parses CDF files. However, we do not use this

feature and use the browser only for displaying files downloaded from the local web server. We
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considered active channels as supported by this browser, but this would not allow us to

incorporate the mobile requirements.

We use Microsoft Access and Microsoft Personal Web Server as the local DBMS and WWW

server. The replication manager makes data loading of the local databases. The data retrieval from

the local database can de done by any possible mechanism enclosed in the items, such as JAVA

applets or Microsoft ASP files.

The Positioning Service is responsible for supplying the geographic position of the Babycomp

unit to the Tuner, and is based on a GPS (Global Positioning System) device. The Replication

Manager, an object of the Tuner not shown explicitly on Figure 9, uses positioning data to

discriminate the items covering the current position, establishing an update priority for the

remaining. This priority establishment is specially important for mobile computing operations

because, as connectivity may be poor, the most relevant/important items are more likely to be

updated using this technique. In addition, the replication manager may decide not to update low

priority items. We find this concept also in CODA file system [8].

The Replication Manager is the object in our reference architecture responsible for maintaining

the coherency among the items data. It has two parts, a subscriber-side, and a publisher-side. The

publisher-side creates a new XML file containing the data representation of an item whenever its

changes on the publisher’s database. At the time defined in the schedule, the client tries to contact

the server and perform the updates. In the case of a database source, the XML file is downloaded

and the contents loaded into the local database; in the case of a set of files, they are downloaded

to the corresponding directory on the subscriber.

The subscriber side also includes a WWW Proxy-Server, which translates URLs originally

pointing to the remote transmitter server into local URLs.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

During the last fire season, we developed a first version of the fire-fighters system using a client-

server approach for accessing the information. The first version runs on Nokia9000

Communicators and WindowsCE handheld devices and uses the built-in WWW browsers. This

year, we are building a new version, to complement the previous one, based on a laptop computer
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and using a push-based approach for information distribution, with the architecture presented in

this paper. We finished the design of the system and have a working prototype. This summer,

Babycomp will be field-tested. We will have usability information collected from actual use of

the system in the forests as a fire-fighting tool. Although cellular operators in our country claim

near complete coverage by the GSM network, connectivity decreases significantly in isolated

forests, where some of the trials will take place. We expect to suffer many disconnections and it

may be hard to provide timely updates to frequently changing data in this environment. However,

the system architecture we developed would also operate if we replace the GSM phones with

satellite phones. These will be available soon and will provide good coverage in the fire areas.

We have shown that the channel metaphor can be the basis of building interfaces for mobile

applications and information dissemination, provided that channel models are extended to capture

mobility requirements. In addition, we outlined a systematic software development process for

capturing these requirements and building push-based mobile applications. We intend to automate

much of this process by extending an existing UML CASE tool (Rational Rose) with software to

generate class diagrams for each mobile application, with the mobility attributes filled-in directly

from the entry forms we developed. In addition, we have already a prototype of a dynamic

channel description format (D-CDF) generator from the Rose class diagrams. We intend to

assemble this software as a CASE tool for developing the pattern of applications described here.
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